Middle Floor Apartment Estepona
Ref: R3334588 - € 20,000 /month

Bedrooms 4

Bathrooms 4

M² Built 327

M² Terrace 80

M² Garden 0

The luxury-benefits of a private villa, and the security of a closed community combined with a unique frontline beach location.Located on the New Golden Mile, middle between
Estepona and the fashionable harbour of Puerto Banus, this location is the absolute cream of the crop. A unique place where you can live all year round along the sea. When only
the best is good enough
Built on an almost 20.000 m2 plot of land, just in front of the Mediterranean Sea, lays this a high security gated complex. Located on the New Golden Mile, close to Marbella, between
Puerto Banus and Estepona, the garden of Andalusia; from here you can reach all hotspots within a short time, still being far away from the hectic tourist centres! With just 6 small
blocks, the compound comprises only 28 amazingly large 4- & 5-bedroom residences of villa apartments. Exclusive and direct access to the beach makes this rental also ideal for
children, both small and older. Or there’s the children’s pool of 9 x 9 meters and the adult’s pool of 37 x 9 meters, both heated, making all year-round swimming possible; truly unique
for the region and a real bonus indeed.
First Floor Apartment - 327 square meters, 80 square meters terrace

The magnificent design of the construction in combination with the most advanced technologies, as well as the very innovative materials used, will let you have an easy, comfortable
and pleasant stay during your rental.
With a total built surface of 407 square meters, this First Floor Villa-Apartment benefits of 80 m2 of terrace, offering an additional living space of 327 m2 with south orientation on top
of that.
With amazing windows and enormous terraces, all apartments benefit of frontal and endless sea view over the Mediterranean Sea; the Gibraltar Rock can be seen clearly and at
close range even. Designer glass railings contribute to this effect. Offering absolute privacy and tranquillity.
There are 3 large parking spaces in the vast underground parking garage. By means of biometric fingerprint you gain access control for the armoured door so that your own private
elevator can take you straight into your rental apartment.
Privacy / Safety
Benefiting the 24h high security of a closed gated community with doorman
Biometric fingerprint access control for the armoured door
Each apartment includes 3 private large parking spaces in the underground garage
Directly connected with each of the homes through a private elevator, giving direct access to your rental
Private covered & uncovered terrace
Private garden for ground floor apartment
Private fitness room by Technogym
Services
• Private concierge
• (on request) Security
• Daily Housekeeping
• Private car pick- up
• (on request) Private chefs & catering
• (on request) Breakfast service
• (on request) Butler
• (on request) Private Diners
• (on request) Tours
• (on request) Nanny
• (on request) Boat Rentals
Capacity = 8 people
Total of 4 bedrooms: 3 bedrooms on apartment level, all including an en-suite bathroom & dressing + 1 bedroom / lounge area with private bathroom in the half-basement, with
openable window & therefor daylight and fresh air. Large master bedroom with frontal sea view.

Annexing an open impressive bathroom with a design krion bathtub, a flush to ceiling rain shower head with chromo-therapy and 2 krion sinks and annexing an impressive glass
door dressing full of accessory details.
Fully equipped open plan kitchen by Miele gives way to the large dining room, overflowing in a very spacious living room, all furnished with state-of-the-art brands such as MDF
Italia, Flexform and Vitra.
Other rooms in your rental villa apartment are a laundry room (fully equipped by Miele), a utility room, a fitness room (by Technogym), a guest toilet.
Outdoor
A new concept of an infinity swimming pool merging into the Mediterranean to create a sense of total immersion with nature on this front-line beach position.
All year-round swimming becomes possible, thanks to its large dimension outdoor heated saltwater pool of 37 x 9 meters, run by salt chlorination system
Children’s pool of 9 x 9 meters
Exclusive direct access to the beach, lying just in front of you, making this rental ideal for children, both small & older; still with a very high degree of privacy!
The expansive gardens with their modern design conserve a Mediterranean feeling of essence.
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